
THE DPF (DYNAMIC PATIENT FLOW)
INSIGHTS IN ADDING VALUE TO THE CARE DELIVERY CHAINOVERVIEW

The DPF provides an 
unsurpassed breadth of 
coverage, including:

+ Up to 59 countries

+ Over 20 therapeutic areas

+ All diagnostic tests

+ All therapy options

+ Primary care

+ Secondary care

+ Tertiary care

The Dynamic Patient Flow (DPF) is a quick 
and efficient graphical representation of 
the patient’s journey through the hospital. 
This tool analyses every decision that 
needs to be taken and lists every 
diagnostic test and therapy option that 
might be appropriate for the patients. 

BARRIERS 
The DPF identifies the barriers in a patient 
flow to highlight where the potential for 
added value is.

VISUAL NARRATIVE
The DPF helps to visualize the full patient 
journey, and is fully quantified.

PATIENT OWNER
The DPF shows where each part of the 
patient flow is located within the hospital.

DECISION POINTS
The DPF identifies each decision point, 
including all relevant elements which 
route in the patient flow a specific patient 
follows.
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The DPF is updated annually and can be easily 
customized to fit customer needs. 

TRUSTED AS MARKET INTELLIGENCE
To this day, half of the Top 20 medical devices 
companies have equipped themselves with 
Quomeda’s DPF with the end goal of:

+ Quantifying key decision drivers

+ Quantifying external influences

+ Quantifying referral patterns

+ Prioritizing decision making units

+ Prioritizing product positioning

IN-DEPTH RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
The data are skilfully researched by a team of 
trained analysts and coders using an ideal 
blend of primary & secondary market research 
sourced from public, private and university 
hospitals, private practices and private clinics. 

FACT SHEET
Dynamic Patient Flow
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DELIVERED VIA MICROSOFT 
OFFICE POWERPOINT or VISIO

Get in touch with the consultants for more 
details:

+ info@quomeda.com

+ 0032 361 256 23

+ Sample data available here
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FACT SHEET
Dynamic Patient Flow

With the introduction of our latest tool 
interQuonectivity®, the Dynamic Patient 
Flow can be combined with our other 
range of Datasets, upgraded and 
customised thanks to primary research 
and combined with our consultancy 
solutions. 

INTERQUONECTIVITY
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